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Previous Visits to Atlantic Canada, Previous Visits to Atlantic Canada, 
including Nova Scotiaincluding Nova Scotia

•• Apr. 1987Apr. 1987 –– CFS information sessions on the Canadian Forest Fire CFS information sessions on the Canadian Forest Fire 
Danger Rating System (Fredericton, Danger Rating System (Fredericton, ShubenacadieShubenacadie, Charlottetown, , Charlottetown, 
Gander)Gander)
•• Nov. 1996Nov. 1996 –– CIFFC Advanced CIFFC Advanced WildlandWildland Fire Behavior Course Fire Behavior Course 
(Fredericton)(Fredericton)
•• Sep. 1998Sep. 1998 –– Atlantic Forest Fire Management Coordinating Atlantic Forest Fire Management Coordinating 
Committee Wildfire Behavior Documentation Session Committee Wildfire Behavior Documentation Session 
(Charlottetown)(Charlottetown)
•• Sep. 2000Sep. 2000 -- Forest Fire Science and Management Forum (Halifax)Forest Fire Science and Management Forum (Halifax)
•• Apr. 2002Apr. 2002 –– Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) System Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) System 
Fuel Typing Meeting with Atlantic Canada Fire/Forest Managers Fuel Typing Meeting with Atlantic Canada Fire/Forest Managers 
(Amherst)(Amherst)
• Apr. 2002Apr. 2002 –– Northeastern Forest Fire Protection Commission Spring Northeastern Forest Fire Protection Commission Spring 
Fire Academy (Amherst)Fire Academy (Amherst)
• Sep. 2003 - Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) System Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) System 
Fuel Typing Working Meeting (Fuel Typing Working Meeting (ShubenacadieShubenacadie))



Published in spring of 2007

““Fire is a defining element Fire is a defining element 
in Canadian land and life.in Canadian land and life.

With few exceptions, With few exceptions, 
CanadaCanada’’s forests and s forests and 
prairies have evolved with prairies have evolved with 
fire.  fire.  

Its peoples have exploited Its peoples have exploited 
fire and sought to protect fire and sought to protect 
themselves from its themselves from its 
excesses, and since excesses, and since 
Confederation, the country Confederation, the country 
has devised various has devised various 
institutions to connect fire institutions to connect fire 
and society.and society.””



Area Burned by Wildfires Greater Than 200 Hectares in Area Burned by Wildfires Greater Than 200 Hectares in 
Size, 1980Size, 1980--2001 (2001 (in redin red) in Relation to Timber Volume) in Relation to Timber Volume



•• 8600 fires have burned 8600 fires have burned 
about 2.5 million hectares about 2.5 million hectares 
annually since 1980annually since 1980

•• Lightning responsible for Lightning responsible for 
~ 50% of the fires but ~ 50% of the fires but 
about ~ 85% of the area about ~ 85% of the area 
burned (mainly Juneburned (mainly June--July)July)

•• Fire management Fire management 
expenditures have expenditures have 
reached $500reached $500--600 million 600 million 
annually and are growingannually and are growing

Basic National Fire StatisticsBasic National Fire Statistics



Multiple Roles of Fire Multiple Roles of Fire 
as an Ecological Process:as an Ecological Process:

•• Fire influences the physicalFire influences the physical--chemical   chemical   
environmentenvironment

•• Fire controls plant species and Fire controls plant species and 
communitiescommunities

•• Fire regulates dryFire regulates dry--matter matter 
production and accumulationproduction and accumulation

•• Fire determines wildlife habitat Fire determines wildlife habitat 
patterns and populationspatterns and populations

•• Fire influences insects, Fire influences insects, 
parasites, fungi, etc.parasites, fungi, etc.

•• Fire controls major ecosystem Fire controls major ecosystem 
processes and characteristicsprocesses and characteristics



Wildfire is a Threat to Human Safety Wildfire is a Threat to Human Safety 
and other Valuesand other Values--atat--RiskRisk



1916 1916 –– Matheson Fire Matheson Fire -- NE OntarioNE Ontario

~ 300 fatalities~ 300 fatalities



From 1954 Annual Report of Lands and Forests DepartmentFrom 1954 Annual Report of Lands and Forests Department



Number of Fires Number of Fires –– 323.5323.5
Area Burned (ha) Area Burned (ha) –– 779.9779.9
Average Size (ha) Average Size (ha) –– 2.42.4

Most Recent 10Most Recent 10--yr Averagesyr Averages

Nova ScotiaNova Scotia’’s Fire Historys Fire History



Green, D.G. 1982. Fire and stability in the postglacial forests Green, D.G. 1982. Fire and stability in the postglacial forests of southwest Nova Scotia. of southwest Nova Scotia. Journal of BiogeographyJournal of Biogeography 9: 299: 29--40.40.

Charcoal deposits in lake sediments date back 10,000 yearsCharcoal deposits in lake sediments date back 10,000 years

EverittEveritt Lake, southwest NS Lake, southwest NS –– Green (1982)Green (1982)



Fossilized charcoal Fossilized charcoal 
deposits found in deposits found in 
borehole cores taken in borehole cores taken in 
central Nova Scotia date central Nova Scotia date 
back ~100 million years back ~100 million years 
agoago

Scott, A.C.; Scott, A.C.; SteaStea, R. (2002) Fires sweep across the Mid, R. (2002) Fires sweep across the Mid--CretaecousCretaecous landscape of Nova Scotia. landscape of Nova Scotia. GeoscientistGeoscientist 12: 412: 4--6.6.



A careful settler would surround the A careful settler would surround the slashingsslashings with a with a 
firebreak, or call firebreak, or call neighboursneighbours to help with the burning, or to help with the burning, or 
trust to his knowledge of the season to keep the fire within trust to his knowledge of the season to keep the fire within 
bounds.  But the work was tedious, colleagues scant, and bounds.  But the work was tedious, colleagues scant, and 
experience hard won, so it happened that wildfires could experience hard won, so it happened that wildfires could 
enter the drying slash and ... fires burst out.enter the drying slash and ... fires burst out.

In 1865 ... LogIn 1865 ... Log--driver Daniel Moody set a smudge fire driver Daniel Moody set a smudge fire 
along the banks of the Mersey River.  He succeeded in along the banks of the Mersey River.  He succeeded in 
driving off the black flies, along with scorching 20,000 driving off the black flies, along with scorching 20,000 
acres.acres.

... loggers birthed a vicious fire cycle in which they found ... loggers birthed a vicious fire cycle in which they found 
themselves in competition with fire to see who could themselves in competition with fire to see who could 
harvest the standing timber first.  The more loggers cut, harvest the standing timber first.  The more loggers cut, 
the more their locomotives puffed through the cutover, the the more their locomotives puffed through the cutover, the 
more fires broke out, which then rushed into the uncut more fires broke out, which then rushed into the uncut 
woods.woods.



B.E. B.E. FernowFernow

• FernowFernow’’ss study highlighted the fact study highlighted the fact 
that more than 25% of the province that more than 25% of the province 
had been ravaged by firehad been ravaged by fire in recent 
times and the existence and effects of 
repeated burning
• He recommended the erection of fire 
towers, a permit system, controlled 
burning of brush, a proper firefighting 
organization, and that railways take 
responsibility for the fires they start



Areas burned in 10Areas burned in 10--yr yr 
period prior to 1909period prior to 1909-- 
19101910

Areas burned before Areas burned before 
1900 and not 1900 and not 
regenerating to regenerating to 
trees, plus barrens trees, plus barrens 
as mapped in the as mapped in the 
years 1909years 1909--1910.1910.

Adapted from Adapted from FernowFernow (1912) by (1912) by WeinWein and and 
Moore (1979)Moore (1979)





Nova Scotia seems to have Nova Scotia seems to have ““bad fire daysbad fire days”” rather rather 
than than ““bad fire yearsbad fire years”” –– Provincial Forester, 1955Provincial Forester, 1955







WeinWein, R.W.; Moore, J.M. 1979. Fire history and recent fire rotation , R.W.; Moore, J.M. 1979. Fire history and recent fire rotation periods in the Nova Scotia Acadian Forest. periods in the Nova Scotia Acadian Forest. 
Canadian Journal of Forest ResearchCanadian Journal of Forest Research 9: 1669: 166--178.178.



December March 20

April 20 May 21

Seasonal Changes in NS Fuels (D. Graham photos) Seasonal Changes in NS Fuels (D. Graham photos) 



June 20June 4

November 21July 22

Seasonal Changes in NS Fuels (D. Graham photosSeasonal Changes in NS Fuels (D. Graham photos



WeinWein and Moore (1979)and Moore (1979)



History of History of 
Forest Fire Protection in Nova ScotiaForest Fire Protection in Nova Scotia



Bradshaw, D.B. 1969. Fire in the woodlands of Nova Bradshaw, D.B. 1969. Fire in the woodlands of Nova 
Scotia. Scotia. MForMFor Report, University of New Brunswick, Report, University of New Brunswick, 
Fredericton. 108 p.Fredericton. 108 p.



Creighton, G.W.I. 1949. Fire prevention in Nova Scotia. ForestryCreighton, G.W.I. 1949. Fire prevention in Nova Scotia. Forestry Chronicle 25: 43Chronicle 25: 43--46.46.
Creighton, G.W.I. 1956. Progress in forest fire prevention. ForeCreighton, G.W.I. 1956. Progress in forest fire prevention. Forestry Chronicle 32: 179stry Chronicle 32: 179--182.182.





The proportion of burned land in Nova Scotia has been The proportion of burned land in Nova Scotia has been 
reduced greatly since 1910. The success in decreasing reduced greatly since 1910. The success in decreasing 
the number of acres burned per fire in recent years is the number of acres burned per fire in recent years is 
attributed to the efficiency of fire fighting personnel and attributed to the efficiency of fire fighting personnel and 
the development of equipment resources.  All such the development of equipment resources.  All such 
efforts are minimized by a weak fire prevention program.efforts are minimized by a weak fire prevention program.

Recommendation 2:Recommendation 2:

Fire prevention and Fire prevention and 
suppression suppression 

programs must be programs must be 
continued and continued and 

expanded.expanded.





Bradshaw, D.B. 1970. The silent tracker. Fire Control Notes 31(2Bradshaw, D.B. 1970. The silent tracker. Fire Control Notes 31(2): 15): 15--16. 16. 

The Three The Three 
““EsEs”” of Fireof Fire
Prevention:Prevention:

•• Education Education 
•• EnforcementEnforcement
•• EngineeringEngineering



““Water bombsWater bombs”” stored at a site near the stored at a site near the 
Department of Lands and Forests Lake William Department of Lands and Forests Lake William 

Air Base (circa mid 60s)Air Base (circa mid 60s)

From: Bradshaw, D.B. 1969. Fire in the woodlands of Nova Scotia.From: Bradshaw, D.B. 1969. Fire in the woodlands of Nova Scotia. MForMFor Report, University of New Brunswick, Report, University of New Brunswick, 
Fredericton. 108 p.Fredericton. 108 p.



Modern Era Fire Protection TodayModern Era Fire Protection Today





Partnerships and CooperationPartnerships and Cooperation

Atlantic Canada Forest Fire Atlantic Canada Forest Fire 
Management Coordinating Management Coordinating 

CommitteeCommittee



http://http://www.ccfm.orgwww.ccfm.org//



Canadian Canadian WildlandWildland Fire StrategyFire Strategy

 Canadian Canadian FireSmartFireSmart InitiativeInitiative


 

Improved Preparedness and Response Improved Preparedness and Response 
CapabilityCapability

 Public awareness campaignPublic awareness campaign

 Innovation through S&TInnovation through S&T



Is Wildfire Activity Increasing in Canada?Is Wildfire Activity Increasing in Canada?



Is it not possible to simply eliminate the Is it not possible to simply eliminate the 
wildfire problem?wildfire problem?



The goal of fire prevention is to reduce fire occurrenceThe goal of fire prevention is to reduce fire occurrence





Every humanEvery human--caused fire is a fire prevention failure!caused fire is a fire prevention failure!



Even if we could prevent all humanEven if we could prevent all human--caused fires we caused fires we 
would still have to contend with would still have to contend with 

lightninglightning--ignited firesignited fires



Is it realistic to expect we can control all fires Is it realistic to expect we can control all fires 
before they reach conflagration levels?before they reach conflagration levels?



…… especially in light of increasing especially in light of increasing 
frequency of severe fire weather and frequency of severe fire weather and 
forest health issuesforest health issues

Crown fire in mountain pine beetle infested forestCrown fire in mountain pine beetle infested forest



The growing number of wildlandThe growing number of wildland--urban urban 
interface fires is compounding the probleminterface fires is compounding the problem

Yukon 1991Yukon 1991BC 1994BC 1994

Ontario 1986Ontario 1986

Alberta 1995Alberta 1995



1950 ha1950 ha
5000+ evacuated5000+ evacuated

AA
WakeupWakeup

CallCall
??









Socially irresponsible to jeopardize the safety of Socially irresponsible to jeopardize the safety of 
firefighters in the firefighters in the wildlandwildland/urban interface because of /urban interface because of 

homeowner expectations regarding fire protectionhomeowner expectations regarding fire protection



No radically No radically 
new concept new concept 
in firein fire
suppression suppression 
can be can be 
anticipated.anticipated.



Would more Would more 
airtankersairtankers 

eliminate the eliminate the 
wildfire wildfire 

problem?problem?



Are these realistic solutions to the Are these realistic solutions to the 
wildfire problem?wildfire problem?



““... ... further major advances further major advances 
in combating wildfire are in combating wildfire are 
unlikely to be achieved unlikely to be achieved 
simply by continued simply by continued 
application of the application of the 
traditional methods.traditional methods. What What 
is required is a more is required is a more 
fundamental approach fundamental approach 
which can be applied at which can be applied at 
the design stage the design stage ……

Such an approach requires Such an approach requires 
a detailed understanding a detailed understanding 
of fire behaviourof fire behaviour ......””

Drysdale (1985)Drysdale (1985)



Fire Behavior !Fire Behavior !
What is it?What is it?

Fire behavior is defined as the manner in which fuel ignites, flFire behavior is defined as the manner in which fuel ignites, flame ame 
develops, fire spreads and exhibits other related phenomena as develops, fire spreads and exhibits other related phenomena as 

determined by the the fire environment.determined by the the fire environment.



The surrounding conditions, influences and The surrounding conditions, influences and 
modifying forces of topography, fuel and fire modifying forces of topography, fuel and fire 

weather that determine fire behavior.weather that determine fire behavior.

The Fire Environment DefinedThe Fire Environment Defined



Fire Environment FactorsFire Environment Factors

Topographic Characteristics:Topographic Characteristics:
•• Slope Steepness & AspectSlope Steepness & Aspect
•• ElevationElevation
•• ConfigurationConfiguration
•• Barriers to Fire SpreadBarriers to Fire Spread

Weather Characteristics:Weather Characteristics:
•• Wind Speed & DirectionWind Speed & Direction
•• Relative HumidityRelative Humidity
•• Air TemperatureAir Temperature
•• Rainfall Amounts & DurationRainfall Amounts & Duration
•• Cloud CloverCloud Clover
•• Atmospheric InstabilityAtmospheric Instability

Fuel Characteristics:Fuel Characteristics:
•• QuantityQuantity
•• MoistureMoisture
•• Size & ShapeSize & Shape
•• Depth/HeightDepth/Height
•• Arrangement Arrangement 



The more important fire behavior The more important fire behavior 
characteristics from the practical characteristics from the practical 

standpoint of fire suppression are:standpoint of fire suppression are:
•• Forward Rate of SpreadForward Rate of Spread
•• Fire IntensityFire Intensity
•• Flame Front DimensionsFlame Front Dimensions
•• Spotting Pattern (densities & distances)Spotting Pattern (densities & distances)
•• Fire Size and ShapeFire Size and Shape
•• Rate of Perimeter IncreaseRate of Perimeter Increase
•• BurnBurn--out Timeout Time



Extreme fire behaviorExtreme fire behavior represents a level of represents a level of 
fire activity that often precludes any fire fire activity that often precludes any fire 
suppression action.  It usually involves one suppression action.  It usually involves one 
or more of the following:or more of the following:

•• High Rate of Spread & IntensityHigh Rate of Spread & Intensity

•• Crowning Crowning 

•• Prolific Spotting Prolific Spotting 

•• Large Fire WhirlsLarge Fire Whirls

•• WellWell--developed developed 
Convection ColumnConvection Column



Basic Features of a Wildland Fire:Basic Features of a Wildland Fire:

It spreadsIt spreads ……
it it 

consumes consumes 
or or 

““eatseats”” fuelfuel
and and ……

it produces it produces 
heat energy heat energy 
and light inand light in
……

…… a visible a visible 
flaming flaming 

combustion  combustion  
reaction.reaction.



Fire IntensityFire Intensity
I      I      =        =        H       H       xx W      W      xx RR

Fire Fire 
Intensity Intensity 
(kW/m)(kW/m)

Fuel Fuel 
Consumed Consumed 

(kg/m(kg/m22))

Rate of Fire Rate of Fire 
Spread Spread 
(m/sec)(m/sec)

Fire Intensity SpectrumFire Intensity Spectrum

10 kW/m 10 kW/m –– Lower limit of surface fire spreadLower limit of surface fire spread
100 kW/m 100 kW/m –– Ideal for prescribed underIdeal for prescribed under--burningburning
1000 kW/m 1000 kW/m –– Limit of suppression capability by Limit of suppression capability by 

hand crewshand crews
10 000 kW/m 10 000 kW/m –– Active crown fires have developedActive crown fires have developed
100 000 kW/m 100 000 kW/m –– Major conflagrationsMajor conflagrations

Heat of Heat of 
CombustionCombustion

(18 000 kJ/kg)(18 000 kJ/kg)



FUELSINPUTSINPUTS WEATHER TOPOGRAPHY SITEIGNITION
RISK

FIRE MODELSFIRE MODELS
&&

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

FIRE BEHAVIOR FIRE IMPACTS

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS

FORECASTINGFORECASTING
FIRE DANGERFIRE DANGER

CONTROLLINGCONTROLLING
WILDFIRESWILDFIRES

PRESCRIBEDPRESCRIBED
BURNINGBURNING

EVALUATINGEVALUATING
ECOLOGICALECOLOGICAL

EFFECTSEFFECTS

FIRE IGNITION

FUELSFUELS
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

• Ease of ignition
• Probability of sustained 

flaming ignition
• Probability of sustained 

smoldering ignition 
• Probability of x number of 

lightning fires
• Probability of  x number of 

human-caused fires

•Rate of spread
•Fire intensity
•Flame height
•Flame length
•Flame depth
•Residence time
•Burn-out time
•Fire shape & growth
•Fire acceleration
•Fuel consumption
•Spotting distance
etc.

•Scorch height
•Defoliation height
•Stem mortality
•Stem damage
•Soil heating
•Depth of burn
•Mineral soil exposure 
•% duff reduction
•Tree mortality
etc.

Conceptual Model of ScientificallyConceptual Model of Scientifically--based based 
Forest Fire ManagementForest Fire Management



Canada has traditionally taken an empirical approach Canada has traditionally taken an empirical approach 
to developing fire behavior models based on to developing fire behavior models based on 

conducting outdoor experimental firesconducting outdoor experimental fires



Simplified CFFDRS 
structure diagram 

illustrating the 
linkage to fire 
management 

actions



Structure Structure 
of the of the 

Canadian Canadian 
Forest Fire Forest Fire 

Weather Weather 
Index Index 
(FWI) (FWI) 

SystemSystem



O-1b
C-2

M-1

M-2

D-1



http://fms.nofc.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/cwfis/http://fms.nofc.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/cwfis/

Canadian Wildland Fire Information SystemCanadian Wildland Fire Information System









Wildland FireWildland Fire
Behavior Specialist Behavior Specialist 

CourseCourse



Fire Behavior and the Connection to Fire SuppressionFire Behavior and the Connection to Fire Suppression





To stop a fire one can: To stop a fire one can: 
(1) Remove the fuels ahead of the spreading (1) Remove the fuels ahead of the spreading 

combustion zonecombustion zone



To stop a To stop a 
fire one can: fire one can: 
(2) Reduce (2) Reduce 
the the 
temperature temperature 
of the of the 
burning burning 
fuelsfuels



To stop a fire one can: To stop a fire one can: 

(3) Exclude oxygen from reaching the (3) Exclude oxygen from reaching the 
combustion zone combustion zone 



Fire Intensity    Minimum Control Requirements

Generalized limits of fire suppression 
effectiveness in relation to fire intensity

Fire IntensityFire Intensity Minimum Control RequirementsMinimum Control Requirements

< 500 kW/m < 500 kW/m hand toolshand tools

500500--2000 kW/m 2000 kW/m water under pressure and/or heavy machinerywater under pressure and/or heavy machinery

20002000--4000 kW/m 4000 kW/m helitankershelitankers & & airtankersairtankers using chemical             using chemical             
retardaretardantsnts

4000+ kW/m 4000+ kW/m very difficult to controlvery difficult to control



Rate of Perimeter Increase

Rough Rule of ThumbRough Rule of Thumb
Rate of Perimeter Increase = Rate of Perimeter Increase = 

Head Fire Rate of Spread x 2.5Head Fire Rate of Spread x 2.5



to achieve containment within some specified period of time 
after arrival or at some predetermined final size?

In order to achieve successful fire containment the In order to achieve successful fire containment the 
firelinefireline production rate of the appropriate suppression production rate of the appropriate suppression 
resource must exceed the rate of perimeter increaseresource must exceed the rate of perimeter increase





On some days adverse fuel, weather and topographic On some days adverse fuel, weather and topographic 
conditions coupled with an ignition source lead to conditions coupled with an ignition source lead to 

instances of extreme fire behavior which are impossible instances of extreme fire behavior which are impossible 
to contain until burning conditions ameliorate.to contain until burning conditions ameliorate.



TattrieTattrie (1978):(1978):
First Wildfire Case Study for Nova ScotiaFirst Wildfire Case Study for Nova Scotia

TatrrieTatrrie, R.S. 1978. The Porcupine Lake Fire: a case study. , R.S. 1978. The Porcupine Lake Fire: a case study. BScFBScF Thesis, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton. 58 p.Thesis, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton. 58 p.

AbstractAbstract

Nova ScotiaNova Scotia’’s largest recorded wildfire (13,258 s largest recorded wildfire (13,258 
ha.) broke out on June 4, 1976 in ha.) broke out on June 4, 1976 in PictouPictou County, County, 
north of Porcupine Lake.  This study describes north of Porcupine Lake.  This study describes 
the various factors such as high wind velocity, the various factors such as high wind velocity, 
extensive areas of softwood slash and a long extensive areas of softwood slash and a long 
period of high temperatures and low relative period of high temperatures and low relative 
humiditieshumidities which contributed to the outbreak of which contributed to the outbreak of 
the fire and describes fire control, damage and the fire and describes fire control, damage and 
present and future present and future silviculturesilviculture plans for the area.plans for the area.



So just how can we hope to accomplish this?So just how can we hope to accomplish this?



We cannot readily modify the topographic We cannot readily modify the topographic 
component of the fire environmentcomponent of the fire environment



Nor can we readily modify the air mass or Nor can we readily modify the air mass or 
weather component of the fire environmentweather component of the fire environment



How about the fuel component of the How about the fuel component of the 
fire environment?  fire environment?  

Is it possible to manage the fuels Is it possible to manage the fuels 
(i.e., Fuels Management)?(i.e., Fuels Management)?



We cannot really do much to control the We cannot really do much to control the 
weather or reshape the topography but weather or reshape the topography but 
we can and of influence the quantity and we can and of influence the quantity and 
character of character of wildlandwildland fuels.fuels.

What is the Basic Premise Behind What is the Basic Premise Behind 
Fuels Management?Fuels Management?



Fuels management is the planned manipulation and/or Fuels management is the planned manipulation and/or 
reduction of living or dead forest fuels for forest reduction of living or dead forest fuels for forest 
management and other land use objectives (e.g., hazard management and other land use objectives (e.g., hazard 
reduction, reduction, silviculturalsilvicultural purposes, wildlife habitat purposes, wildlife habitat 
improvement).improvement).

This is accomplishedThis is accomplished
by:by:
•• prescribed fireprescribed fire
•• mechanical meansmechanical means
•• chemical meanschemical means
•• biological meansbiological means
•• changing stand changing stand 
structure and structure and 
species compositionspecies composition

What is Fuels Management?What is Fuels Management?



The goal is to proactively lessen the potential The goal is to proactively lessen the potential 
fire behavior and thereby increase the fire behavior and thereby increase the 
probability of successful containment and probability of successful containment and 
minimize adverse impacts. minimize adverse impacts. 

More specifically, it's to decrease the rate of fire More specifically, it's to decrease the rate of fire 
spread and in turn fire size and intensity as well spread and in turn fire size and intensity as well 
as crowning and spotting potential.as crowning and spotting potential.

What is the Purpose of Fuels Management?What is the Purpose of Fuels Management?



Fuels management can be accomplished Fuels management can be accomplished 
by three principal means:by three principal means:

••
 

Reduction & Reduction & 
Manipulation Manipulation 

•• ConversionConversion

•• IsolationIsolation



Preventing the Occurrence of Preventing the Occurrence of ““LargeLarge”” 
Fires Through Fuels ManagementFires Through Fuels Management

““Nova Scotia Solutions for Nova Scotia ProblemsNova Scotia Solutions for Nova Scotia Problems””??



““In the final analysis it would seem that the In the final analysis it would seem that the 
greatest possibility of preventing fires lies in greatest possibility of preventing fires lies in 
better management whichbetter management which will lessen the will lessen the 
danger from fire, for no matter how efficient our danger from fire, for no matter how efficient our 
fire fighting system may be or how fire fire fighting system may be or how fire 
conscious the general public may be ... every conscious the general public may be ... every 
so often we will be faced with a set of so often we will be faced with a set of 
conditions conditions favourablefavourable for the rapid spread of for the rapid spread of 
fire, and severe losses will be suffered.fire, and severe losses will be suffered.””

Dr. Wilfred Creighton (1949)Dr. Wilfred Creighton (1949)
Deputy MinisterDeputy Minister
Department of Lands and ForestsDepartment of Lands and Forests
Nova ScotiaNova Scotia



On the Job that Lies AheadOn the Job that Lies Ahead
““Although considerable progress has been made in Although considerable progress has been made in 
decreasing the average loss caused by fire, much decreasing the average loss caused by fire, much 
remains to be done.  When one considers the large remains to be done.  When one considers the large 
number of fires still occurring annually; when one number of fires still occurring annually; when one 
considers that the Province [of Nova Scotia] is still considers that the Province [of Nova Scotia] is still 
without an effective method of preventing the rapid without an effective method of preventing the rapid 
spread of fire during a spread of fire during a ““fire blowfire blow--upup”” weather condition; weather condition; 
when one considers that such a weather condition is when one considers that such a weather condition is 
not an infrequent visitor to the Province; and finally, not an infrequent visitor to the Province; and finally, 
when one considers the extent to which the value of the when one considers the extent to which the value of the 
forest resource has increased in recent years, then a forest resource has increased in recent years, then a 
very great deal indeed remains to be done.very great deal indeed remains to be done.””

Dave Bradshaw (1969)Dave Bradshaw (1969)
Fire in the Woodlands of Nova ScotiaFire in the Woodlands of Nova Scotia
UNB Master of Forestry ReportUNB Master of Forestry Report



Leadership and Leadership and 
Fire Management:Fire Management:
Challenges for the Challenges for the 
FutureFuture

•• Always strive for vigilance Always strive for vigilance ---- resist complacency resist complacency 
or or ““resting on your laurelsresting on your laurels”” –– dondon’’t hesitate or fail t hesitate or fail 
to fear the worstto fear the worst
•• People have short memories so establish and People have short memories so establish and 
maintain an institutional memory regarding firemaintain an institutional memory regarding fire
•• Appreciate the importance of succession Appreciate the importance of succession 
planning and mentorship in your organizationplanning and mentorship in your organization
•• Try to avoid having disasters take place in order Try to avoid having disasters take place in order 
for change to occurfor change to occur



More Localized Fire Research is More Localized Fire Research is 
Needed!Needed!

Martin, J.L. 1956. An ecological survey of burnedMartin, J.L. 1956. An ecological survey of burned-- 
over forest land in southwestern Nova Scotia. over forest land in southwestern Nova Scotia. 
Forestry ChronicleForestry Chronicle 32: 31332: 313--336.336.

PechPech, G. 1993. Fire hazard in budworm, G. 1993. Fire hazard in budworm--killed killed 
balsam fir stands on Cape Breton Highlands.balsam fir stands on Cape Breton Highlands.
Forestry ChronicleForestry Chronicle 69: 17869: 178-- 186.186.



WildlandWildland Fire, the General Fire, the General 
Public (and the Media)Public (and the Media)* ... * ... 
the human or people side the human or people side 
of the businessof the business

*Recognize they can be your best friend or your worst *Recognize they can be your best friend or your worst 
nightmare.nightmare.





Partners in ProtectionPartners in Protection

http://www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca/http://www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca/

““Working together for a safer communities in the Working together for a safer communities in the wildlandwildland/urban interface/urban interface””

PIP has produced a comprehensive manual, available in PIP has produced a comprehensive manual, available in 
both book and CDboth book and CD--ROM form, which deals with nearly ROM form, which deals with nearly 
every facet of the every facet of the wildlandwildland/urban interface fire problem/urban interface fire problem

http://www.partnersinprotection.ab.ca/


……there is one there is one 
overriding  challenge overriding  challenge 
to fire management: to fire management: 
that of that of maintaining full maintaining full 
respect for the power respect for the power 
of fire and the effects of fire and the effects 
of this powerof this power on both on both 
wildlandwildland environments environments 
and the people who and the people who 
live and work in these live and work in these 
environments.environments.

Jack S. Barrows (1974)Jack S. Barrows (1974)



•• Retreat from the Fire and Retreat from the Fire and 
Reach a Safe HavenReach a Safe Haven

•• Burn Out a Safety AreaBurn Out a Safety Area

•• Hunker in PlaceHunker in Place

•• Pass Through the Fire Edge Pass Through the Fire Edge 
into the Burnedinto the Burned--out Areaout Area

Four Basic Options for Surviving a Four Basic Options for Surviving a 
WildlandWildland Fire Entrapment or BurnFire Entrapment or Burn--overover

(in no particular order)(in no particular order)



Houses protect people and Houses protect people and 
people protect housespeople protect houses

““Stay and Defend or Go EarlyStay and Defend or Go Early””



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTIONTHANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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